Posting Title: Technical Architect
Location: Trivandrum, India
Duration: Full Time

Position: Technical Architect

Job Description:

1. Hands on Experience in designing OO applications with good OOP concepts & design Patterns.
2. A strong object oriented design and analysis concept
3. Track record of building efficient, well designed mobile Web applications.
4. Experience with the full software development life cycle, including design, testing, deployment, and documentation activities.
5. Experience in developing new systems and maintaining existing systems (end to end)
6. Hands-on experience working with other mobile platforms & cross platform mobile technologies
7. Experience of working with Web Services, proficiency with XML technologies (XDS, XPath, XSLT)
8. Proficient in AJAX / JavaScript and must have hands-on knowledge of various JavaScript frameworks.
9. Very good hands on experience for HTML/HTML5, DHTML, CSS/CSS3, JSON, XML, SOAP
10. Should have an experience working with LMS, SCORM compliance courses
11. Conceptual clarity on HTML5 & its limitations
12. Able to identify reusable components out of business scenarios
13. Demonstrable abilities to optimize code
14. Focus on quality & ability to perform code reviews
15. Ability to guide & develop junior team members on technical front
16. Contribute towards knowledge sharing sessions/ blogs etc.
17. Strong analytical skills for effective problem solving
18. Excellent written and oral communication skills with demonstrated interpersonal and organization abilities. A candidate for this position must be able to work in a varied, fast paced environment & should be a good team player
19. Ability to manage 5-10 member team
20. Strong understanding of performance measurement for web applications
21. Experience debugging/analyzing on multiple browsers
22. Sound knowledge of Web 2.0 / RIA.
23. Strategic planning & effort estimation
24. Training and mentorship
25. Document formation and communication, Requirements Analysis & gathering and client relationship
26. Handling conflicts & troubleshooting in critical situations
27. Team management and resource allocation
28. Risk analysis and management
29. Understanding the business objectives and delivery of quality solutions